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Abstract

Quasi-Newton methods are well known iterative methods for solving nonlinear problems. Al
each stage, a system of linear equations has lo be solved. However, for large scale problems,
solving lhe linear system of equations can be expensive and may nol be justified when the
iterate is far from lhe solution or when the matrix is an approximation to lhe Jacobian or
Hessian matrix. Instead we consider a class of Inexact Quasi-Newton methods which solves
the linear system only approximately. We derive conditions for local and superlinear rate of
convergence in terms of a relative residual.

1. Introduction
Consider the system of n nonlinear equations in n unknowns

F(x)

=

0

( 1.1)

where the mapping F:Rn....-Rn has the following properties
A.1: There exists x' so that F(x') =O;

A.2: F is differentiable in an open neighborhood O of x';
A.3: F'(x') is nonsingular.

Let II II be a norm on Rn and its induced matrix norm. The modulus of continuity w of F'
at x' is

w(o) - sup {IIF'(x) - F'(x')II: llx - x'II

~

t5}

(1.2)

Assume that

A.4: There exists c

> 0 so

that the modulus of continuity w of F' al x' satisfies

J

w~o) do < +oo.

( 1.3)

0

Quasi-Newton methods have proved themselves in dealing with the problem of finding
a solution x' of (1.1). These methods approximate the solution x' by generating a
sequence of iterates j

Xt

! where the correction of an

iterate is found by solving a linear

system of equations. Let Bt, k=0,1, · · · be an n by n nonsingular matrix that approximates
the Jacobian matrix of Fat

Xt.

The quasi-Newton method is:

Given x0 , and Bo

FOR k=O STEP 1 UNTIL Convergence DO
Solve Bi-:St
Set xi:+ 1

=-

= x1:

F(xt)

.....

( 1.4)

St

Update to obtain

Bt+l·

(LS)

For each iteration, a linear system inn equations and n unknowns (1.4) has to be solved.
For large problems, solving the linear system ( 1.4) may not be justified when x1: is far from

2
the solution x' or when B1c is an approximation to the Jacobian matrix of F at x1:. Instead
Steihaug [7] introduces the inexact quasi-Newton framework which accepts an approximate
solution s1c of (1.4) if a relative residual is less than a tolerance 01:, that may depend on x1:,.
The inexact quasi-Newton framework is as follows
Given xo, and B0
FOR k=O STEP 1 UNTIL Convergence DO
Find some s1c so that for r1c

= Bi:S1c

+ F(x1c), then
( 1.6)

( 1. 7)
(1.8)

Update to obtain B1:+i-

The non negative forcing sequence ~01c} is used to control the level of accuracy. If

B1c

= F'(x 1:) then we have the Inexact Newton method

[2].

The update function U introduced by Broyden, Dennis, and More [ 1] and generalized
by Dennis and Walker [ 4], is a set valued approximation rule defined in a neighborhood of
the solution of ( 1.1) and B. where B. is an approximation to the Jacobian matrix of F at x'.
The update B1:+i in (1.5) and (1.8) is chosen so that B1c+i E U(x1:,X1c+i,B1:).This paper analyses the local behavior of methods in the Inexact quasi-Newton framework where we restrict the update function to be of bounded deterioration. In the case when B,=F' (x') we
show in Section 2 that the methods are locally convergent if the forcing term is uniformly
less than one. In Section 3, we characterize superlinear rate of convergence, and indicate
how to choose the forcing sequence which yields superlinear convergence for secant
methods. In Section 4 we discuss fixed scale least change secant update methods and in
Section 5 we discuss iteratively rescaled least change secant update methods.

3
2. Local convergence
In this section we will prove local convergence theorem for the class of inexact
methods using a wide class of update functions. Let B. be a nonsingular matrix and define
the vector norm 1/y//.
know there exists

E

= IIB.yll and let

> 0 so that

11·11J10 be a matrix nonn. From assumption A.4 we

the modulus of continuity of F' at x' satisfies

w(o) = sup illF'(x) - F'(x')IIJ/0 : !Ix - x·11. ~

o!

(2.1)

using the the matrix II IIJ/0 nonn and the vector II II* nonn so that

f

w~o) do < ·+oo.

(2.2)

0

Let PiRnxn! be the collection of all nonempty subsets of Rnxn, i.e. the power set of
Rnxn_ Further, let B. be an approximation to the Jacobian matrix F'(x·). The update function U, is a set valued approximation rule for B, with respect to F' at x' defined in open
neighborhood N of (x· ,x· ,B.) in RnxRnxRnxn, U: N ..... PjRnxn}. We say tha·l the update
function is of bounded deterioration for B. with respect to F' at x· if there exists o: ~ 0 so
that for (x,x,B) E: N and

s+

E: U(x,x,B)

(2.3)

there exist norms ll"IIJ1+ and ll"llv so that

(2.4)
where

=

m(x,z)

o: maxi w(llx-x'II,), w(ll2-x·11.J

L

(2.5)

and the norms which may depend on x, x, and N satisfy
IIAIIM ~ [l+m(x,x)]ilAIIM...

(2.6)

for all AE:Rnxn_ Before stating our main results we need a technical lemma.

Lemma 2.1: Leto:, t

> 0 and

0 ~ Pi+ 1 ~

O < t< 1 be given. Assume O ~Po~ t and
[

1 + o: w(tit)] Pi + o: w (tit) , 0 ~ i

where w(o) satisfies
(i)

CJ

is continuous and monotone increasing for

o > 0;

<k ,

(2.7)

4

= 0;

(ii) w(0)
cit

(iii)

f0

w(o) do < +=.
-6-

(2.8)

Then1
Pi: ~ (l+r) exp ( l~t

T(o)

cit

f

0

= w(fir ).

Proof: Let wi

do)

- 1

= W(c).

(2.9)

By an easy induction argument 2,

l:-1

l:-1

/;-!

IT (l+a:GJ;).
i=O
i=O
j=i+ l
Since 1+aw ~ exp(a:GJ) for aw ~ 0, we have from (2:·10)
Pi: ~ Po IJ(l+a:GJi) + :Ea:wi

Pi: ~ Po

l:-1

IT exp(a:wi)
i=O

/;-1

+

I; [ exp(a:wi)

i=O

lc-1

l:-1

(2.10)

t-1

- 1]

IT exp(a:w;).

j=i+l

l:-1

l:-1

:E

=

exp(cx:EGJi) Po + :El exp( a::Ew;) - exp( ex
w;)}
i=O
i=O
j=i
j=i+l

=

exp(cx:EGJi) Po + l exp( cx:ECJi) - 1}.
i=O
i=O

l:-1

l:-1

(2.11)

But
k-1

:E w(tir)

cit

=

1-t

i=O

f

tk-11:

w(o) do '
0

(2.12)

using that the sum is a lower Rieman sum for the integral. Further, since the integrand is
non-negative we have

"fi=O w(tir)

~ ~
1 t

f

o

CJ~o)

do ,

0

using (2.12) and (2.8). From (2.11) we have
k-1

Pt ~ (l+p 0 ) exp ( cx:Ewi) -1 ~ W(r)
i=O
since p 0 ~ l and we have shown (2.9).
Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.2: Let Ube of bounded deterioration for B, with respect to F' at x' where the
1

Let

2 The

zE:R

then

convention

;:f(z) = ez.

IT = 1 is understood.
j=k

5

matrix B. is nonsingular and satisfies

II/ - F'(x')B;- 1 11 ~ r· < 1.

(2.13)

Consider the iteration (1.7) where the residual satisfies (1.6). Let
1 - r'
.
1+ T

0i: ~ 0 <

and choose Bi:+ 1 E U(xt,X1:+ 1,B 1::) where the sequence of norms j 11· IIMt! satisfies

For any t which satisfies 0(1 +r')

+ r' < t < 1 there exists

llxo-x'II, ~ t,
then

k

-+

t

> 0 so that

if

IIB0-B:r1Al0 ~ t

~xd is defined for any method in the inexact quasi-Newton framework,

X1:-+

x' as

=. and
llx1:+ 1

-

x'II, ~ t llx1: - x'II,.

(2.14)

Moreover 1IIB1:II! and {IIB;- 111} are bounded.

Proof: Letµ= max
1

µ

llyll

~

i IIF'(x')II.
llyll,

~

IIB,11, IIB;- 1 11 } then

µ llyll Vy E Rn.

(2.15)

Let {3>0 be such that

IIBII
and define for t

~

~

f3 IIBIIAlo VB E

Rnxn

(2.16)

w~o) do)

(2.17)

0
t:/t

E(t) - exp( l~t

f
0

and

W(t) = (l+t) E(t) - 1.

(2.18)

Note from the assumption (1.3) that F' is continuous at x' and Wis continuous and monotone increasing with W(O)=O and £(0)=1. Define

(2.19)
and

6

T(c:) = r' + 2 µ,R(c:) + [1+2R(c:)]
Choose

E

l ,Bµ,w(c:)+0[1+r'+µ,,Bw(c:)H

(2.20)

> 0 sufficiently small that
1

W(c:) < µ,,BE(c:)

and T(c:) < t.

This is possible since W, R, and Tare continuous and W(0)=0<l/(µ,,B), R(0)=0, T(0)=

r'+0(1+r') < t. If necessary further restrict
IIB-B,11 ~ ,BE(c:)W(c:), llx-x'II, ~

E,

E

so that (x,x,B) EN whenever

and llx-x"II, ~

E.

The proof is by induction. Assume that

(2.21)
Then, from (2.5)

m(xi,xi+ 1)

~

ex max

l w(t,.c:),

w(ti+ 1c:)}

since w is monotone increasing. By the choice of

~

ex w(tic:), 0

~ i

<k

Bi+l•

Let Pi = IIB;-B,IIJl.·\ Then from Lemma 2.1 and (2.18)

IIBt-B,IIM1: ~ W(c:) fork ~ 0.
The above inequality holds for k=O since W(c:)>E. From (2.6) and by (2.16) we have

IIBi:-B,11

~

(3 11Bi:-B,IIM0

~

,B fI(l+cxw(tic:)) IIBt-B,IIMt

k-1
i=O
~

(3 E(c:)W(c:).

(2.22)

By the Banach Perturbation Lemma (c.f. Ortega and Rheinholdt [6, 2.3.3]), Bt is invertible and

µ. 2{3E(c:)W(E)

_

~ 1-µ,,BE(c:)W(c:) - R(E),
using (2.22) and (2.19). Therefore it is possible to find some s1: in (1.6). Further

(2.23)
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~

r' + µ R(f:),

(2.24)

using (2.13) and (2.23). Since

B,(xi.:+ 1-x')

=

[I - F'(x')B;- 1 + B,(B;- 1-Bt 1) F'(x')B;- 1]B,(xi.:-x')

+ [I - B,(B;- 1-B;- 1)]

{

[Bc51.:+F(xi:)] - [F(xi.:)-F(x')-F'(x')(xk-x')] } .

Taking norms,

llxi.:+ 1-x'II, ~ 111 - F'(x')B;- 1 11 llx1.:-x·11.

+ IIB,11 (llf-F'(x')B;- 111+1) IIB;- 1 -Bt 111 llxl:-x'II,
+ [l+IIB,II IIB;- 1-Bt 111]

l i!F(x1.:)-F(x')-f.'(x')(xk-x')ll+l!Bc5l:+F(x1.:)II} .(2.25)

By Ortega and Rheinholdt [6, 3.2.5),

~

(3 µ w( f:) llx1.:-x'II,

(2.26)

using (2.16), (2.1) and (2.15). By the choice of si:

IIB.1:s1.:+F(x1.:)II ~ 01.:IIF(x1.:)II ~ 0 IIF(x,1:)II

(2.27)

Since

F(x;) = B,(xi:-x') - [l-F'(x')B;- 1]B.(xi:-x') + [F(x1.:)-F(x')-F'(x')(x1.;-x')].
Taking norms

IIF(x1.;)II

~

llx1.;-x'11.+ II/-F'(x')B;- 1 11 llx1.;-x·11.+ IIF(x1.;)-F(x')-F'(x')(x1.;-x')II

~

[l+r'+ (3 µw(f:)] llx1.;-x'II,.

(2.28)

using (2.13) and (2.26). Therefore, by (2.25)

...- (1+µ.R(f:))[(3µw(f:) + 0(l+r'+(3 µ w(f:))) llx1.;-x'!I,
~

T(f:) ilxi:-x'il,

using (2.24), (2.13), (2.23), (2.26), (2.27), (2.28) and (2.20). By the choice oft and we
have (2.14). Further

8
llx1:+ 1 -x'II, ~ t llx1:-x'II, ~ t1:+ 1 llx0 -x'II,

and we have shown (2.21) for i=k+ 1. The uniform boundedness of IIB1:II, and 11Bi" 1 11 are
immediate.

Q.E.D.
We say that F' is Holder continuous with exponent p (O<p~1) at x' if there exists L~O
such that

IIF'(y) - F'(x')II ~ L lly-x'l!P
for lly-x'll sufficiently small. It follows directly that if F' is Holder continuous with
exponent p (O<p~l) at x' then the modulus of continuity w satisfies w(o) ~ L o"F so

f
0

w(o)

do ~ .!:_

f:P

p

0

and (1.3) holds. In the following discussion, we will assume that F' is Holder continuous.

In the following, we also assume that the update function is of bounded deterioration using
a fixed norm in (2.4). Broyden Dennis and More [1] showed that the quasi-Newton method
is locally Q-linearly convergent when B,=F'(x'). This follows from Theorem 2.2 by choosing

0=r'=O. Dennis and Walker [ 4] showed local Q-linear convergence of {xd of the quasiNewton method. This follows from Theorem 2.2 by choosing 0=0. Steihaug [7] showed that
the inexact quasi-Newton method is locally and Q-linearly convergent when B,=F' (x') and

0<1.
3. Characterization of Superlinear Convergence

In this section, we characterize superlinear convergence of methods in the inexact
quasi-Newton framework in terms of the relative residual. We will in this section also use
that 3 X1;->x' as k->-oo. We need the following lemma (2].
Lemma 3.1: There is an E:>0 and a p~ 1 such that for llx-x'!!~c then

J..p

!Ix - x'11

~

i!F(x)II

~ p

llx - x'!!.

(3.1)
0

3For

the analysis in this section, F' continuous at x' 'lfould suffice in A.4.
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We say that the sequence ixa:! is superlinearly convergent to x· if
(3.2)

Let si:

= xi:+ 1-x.1;.

The residual is r.1:

= Ba:S.1:+F(x.1:) The next

condition states that the rela-

tive residual goes to O ask-+=.
. IIBrS.1:+F(x.1:)II
hm -----,---,--IIF(x.1:)II

_1; .. ..,

=

O.

(3.3)

If 0.1:-+O in (1.6) ask-+= then we have (3.3) If B.1: is the Jacobian matrix of Fat X.1: then

BrS.1:+F(x.1:) = F(x1:+s1:) + o(lls1:il). Condition (3.4) states that this should hold for approximations of the Jacobian matrix and it implies that the'residual approximates the function
at the new point.
. IIBa:S1:+F(x1:) - F(x.1:+s1:)II
,: .. ..,
lls1:II

llITl - - - - - - - - -

=

0.

(3.4)

Theorem 3.2: Let x.1;-+x' ask-+=. Any pair of the conditions (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) implies

the third.
Proof: Let£ be as in Lem.ma 3.1 and choose index k0 so that for k';?;k 0 then llx1:-x'11;;;;£.

Put
'it=

IIBa:St + F(x1:) - F(xi:+ 1)11
lls1:II

Consider

Taking norm
IIBa:S1: + F(x1:)II
llx.1:+ 1-x1:II
l!F(x1:+1)II
IIF(x1;)II
;;;; 'it IIF(xi)II + IIF(.x1:)II
;;;;
,1:P

[ !l.x1.c+ 1-x'II -1- ]
,,:1X1;-X·11
, 1

...J...

, p

2

llx1:+ 1 -x'il
·1
··1
I X1:-X I

using the triangle inequality and (3.1 ). Assume (3.2) and (3.4 ), then (3.3) holds.
Assume (3.3) and (3.4) and consider
llx.1:+ 1 -x'II
llx.1:-x'I\

~

I IF(x1:+:) I!
p----

llx,:-x'lj

10

~

IIB1:s1: + F(x.1:)II
( llxi:+ 1-x'II
IIF(x.1:)II
+ ,.1: llx.1:-x'II

p [ p

Hence from (3.3) and (3.4) we have (3.2).
Assume (3.2) and (3.3). Then

IIBcS.1:+F(x.1:) - F(x.1:+s.1:)II
llsi:11

~

IIB1:s.1:+F(x.1:)II
[ --IIF_(_x-.1:)_II_ +

(3.5)

From Lemma 3.1 we have

Choose index k 1~ko so that

Then from Lemma 3.1

IIF(x.1:)II
lls.1:II

llxi:-x'II

llx.1:-x'II

llx.1:+ 1 -x.1:II

llx.1:-x'll-llx.1:+ 1-x'II

~p----~p--~---~
~

p
1-

~

IIXt+1-x'11
llx.1:-x'II

2p.

From (3.5) we have
IIBcS.1:+F(x.1:) - F(x.,+si:)11

lls.1:II

~

2p [

IIBcS1:+F(x.1:)II

IIF(x.1:)II

so from (3.2) and (3.3) we have (3.4).

+ p2

IIXt+1-x'II
llx.1:-x'II

l
Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.2 summerizes the following known results.

Corollary 3.3: ( Dennis and More [3])Let x1:-x' ask-co and consider the iteration

..

ll(B.1:- F'(x'))s1:II
lls.1:II

Hm - - - - - -

1c- 00

=

0.

Proof From Ortega and Rheinboldt (6, 3.2.5] we have

(3.6)

11

(3.7)
Hence, (3.4) and (3.6) are equivalent. From the choice of

s1:,

(3.3) holds.

Q.E.D.
Corollary 3.4: (Dembo, Eisenstat and Steihaug [2]) If B1:

= F'(x1:)

then (3.2) and (3.3)

are equivalent.

Proof From Ortega and Rheinboldt [6, 3.2.5] we have that (3.4) holds. Hence Theorem
3.2 shows that (3.2) and (3.3) are equivalent.

Q.E.D.
Corollary 3.5: (Steihaug [7]) If (3.4) holds then (3.1) and (3.2) are equivalent.
D

4.

Applications: Least Change Secant Updates.
In the last years there have been a growing interest in generating sparse matrix

updates. Most of these methods are based on the least change technique. In this section,
we will show that these updates satisfy the conditions for local and superlinear rate of convergence. In addition to the assumptions A.1 to A.4 we will assume that

A.5: F' is continuous in 0.
To incorporate Jacobian information in the new update Bi.:+ 1, it is common to require
that the update satisfies the secant equation
B +S = F(x+s) - F(x) -

(4.1)

y.

Let the set of matrices that satisfies ( 4.1) be
Q (y, S)

= 1 B E:

Rnxn :

BS

=y

\.

( 4.2)

If the Jacobian matrix is sparse we will also require that the update is sparse, and if the

Jacobian has other structural properties like symmetry then the updates will be required to
have these properties. The set of symmetric matrices, the sei of sparse matrices, etc .. are
subspaces of

Rnxn_

Let A be a subspace of
V

=

Rnxn

and

A () Q(y,s).

(4.3)

For given BE Rnxn, sE: Rn and yin ( 4.1) the least change secant update in Frobenius nonn

12

is the minimizer B+ of
min l 11.B+ - Bllr:

B+

E: V

!.

(4.4)

Lemma 4.1: Let J E: V for V in ( 4.3) and let B + be the least change secant update. Then

ilBs - yll2 ]
llsllz
[

IIB+ - JI!} ~ IIB - JII} -

2
(4.5)

Proof: Let C, DEV then C-DE A so Vis an affine space or linear manifold

IIB+ - Ji!} + IIB+ - Bil} = IIB - Ji!}
since the Frobenius norm is the Euclidean norm on

[5]. Further,
( 4.6)

Rnxn_

The Frobenius norm is con-

sistent with the Euclidean nonn 4 and B+EQ (y,s) so
IIBs - yll 2

=

IIBs - B+s11 2

~

IIB+ - Bllr 11s11 2 .

From (4.6) we have the desired result (4.5).

Q.E.D.
Let
w(o) where llyll,

sup

l l!F'(x)

- F'(x')llr: !Ix - x'II,

~

c5

!

= IIF'(x')yll.

Lemma 4.2: Assume that F'(x) EA for all xE:0. There exists c:>0 so that for
llx-x'II, ~ c:, llx+s-x'II, ~ c:, and y

= F'(x+s)-F(x)

we have J EA () Q(y,s) where

1

Jii

=

J F'(x+TS)ii d,

1

~ i,j ~ n.

(4.7)

0

and
IIJ - F'(x')llr ~ max

l w(llx+s-x'JI,),

w(llx-x'I!,)

f

( 4.8)

Proof: The existence of Jfollows from Ortega and Rheinholdt [6, 3.2.7]. From [6,3.2.11]
we

have

4
We sax that the matrix norm 11 11 and the vector norm \ I is consistent if for all matrices A and vectors x we
have iAx\;;i;dA!I :xi.
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l

1

llj F'(x+TS)dT - F'(x')llr ~
0

f

IIF'(x+TS) - F'(x')llr dT

0

~

IIF'(x+TS) - F'(x')llr

sup
0:0-rf 1

~

w(llx +

SU{'.
Oio-r~l

~ w(max

~ max

TS -

x'11.)

l llx+s-x'II,,

l w(llx+s-x'II,),

llx-x'II,

D

w(llx-x'II,)

!,

using (1.2), the convexity of the norm, and the monotonicity of w.

Q.E.D.
We now combine Lemma 4.1 and 4.2 to show that the least change secant update is of
bounded deterioration for F'(x') at x'.

Lemma 4.3: Assume that F'(x) E. A for all xE.0. There exists E>O so that for
llx-x'II, ~ c, lfx-x'II, ~

E,

and V in(4.3) the least change update B+ in (4.4) satisfies

IIB+ - F'(x')llr ~ IIB - F'(x')llr + m(x,x)
wheres= x-x, y = F(x;-F(x), and
m(x,z) = 2 max

l w(llx-x'II,),

w(llz-x'II,)

!.

Proof: From Lemma 4.2 we have J E.Q(y,s)nA. Consider

IIB+ - F'(x')llr ~ llB+ - Jilr + IIJ - F'(x')llr
~

llB - Jllr + IIJ - F'(x')llr

~ IIB - F'(x')llr + 2 IIJ - F'(x')llr
~

IIB - F' (x')llr + m(x, x)

using the triangle inequality, (4.5), and (4.8).

Q.E.D.
For xk and sk let
( 4.9)
and
1

J1:

= f

F'(x1:+T(X1:+1-Xt)) dT.

(4.10)

0

Theorem 4.4: Assume that F' (x) E. A for all xE.0 and assume B1:+ 1 = (B1:)+ satisfies (4.5)

14
using (4.9) and (4.10). Let 01:;:;; 0 < t < l. There exists c:>0 so that if
llx 0 -x'II, ;:;; c: , and IIB 0 -F'(x')llr;:;; c: ,

then {x 1j is defined for any method in the inexact quasi-Newton framework, x1c-+ x' as
k .....

oo,

and

( 4.11)
where llyll,= IIF'(x')yll and
. lly1c-B1:s1:II
hm----=O.
t~..,
Ilstl I

(4.12)

If 01c-+O as k-+ 00 then {xd converges Q-superlinearly.

Proof: The convergence of {xtf and (4.11) follows from Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 2.2 with
B,=F'(x'), r'=O and II·IIAlk= ll"llrWe will now show that (4.12) holds. Let
P1c

=

IIB1c-F'(x')llr.

then from the proof of Theorem 2.2 P1:;:;; W(c:). From (4.11) we have

w(xt+1,X1:)~w(t"c:)~w(c:) using the monotonicity of

CJ.

Consider

IIB1c-Jtllr ;:;; Pt+ IIJt-F'(x')llr ;:;; lf(c:) + m(xt+ 1, x1c) ~ lf(c:) + CJ(c:)

using Lemma 2.1 and (4.8). Further let
lly1c-B1:Stll2
llstll2

Then
P~+1 ~ ( IIB1:+1-J1cllr + IIJ1c-F'(x')llr ) 2
~ IIB1c+ 1-J1cll} + 2 IIB1:+ 1-J1cllr w(t"c:)

+ w(c:) w(t"c:)

;:;; IIB1c+ 1 -J1:II} + 2 (W(c:)+w(c:)) CJ(tl:c:) + w(c:) w(t"c:)
~ IIB1:-l1:ll} -

;:; pf - r~

7'f +

(2 W(c:)+3w(c:)) w(t"c:)

+ 4 ( If( E) + CJ ( £)) CJ ( ti: E)

Hence

" ;:;
:E7f

c: 2

-

PL1 + 4 (W(c:)+w(c:)) W(E)

i=O

using (2.12) and p 0

;:;;

c:. From (4.13) we have {pi\ is bounded, hence

(4.13)
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DO

2:·l

< +oo '

i=O

and ( 4.12) follows directly using that all norms on Rn are equivalent. From Theorem 3.2
and (4.9) we have that (3.3) and (3.4) holds, hence the sequence {xkf converges Qsuperlinearly to x'.

Q.E.D.

5.

Applications: Iteratively Rescaled Least Change Updates.
An important nonlinear problem is the unconstrc>,,ined optimization problem. Namely

the problem of finding a local minimizer x' of a function f:Rn-+ R

J(x') ~f(x) for all x: llx-x'II < t.
for some t

> 0. If f

is continuously differentiable in an open neighborhood O of x' then x'

satisfies ( 1.1) where F

=

'vf. And if f is twice continously differentiable and . strictly con-

vex in 0, then the Jacobian matrix of F (the Hessian matrix of J) is symmetric and positive
definite. In this section, we assume that the function
Hessian matrix off is denoted H, i.e. H
A.l:

f

=

f has the following properties. The

'v 2j.

is twice continuously differentiable in an open neighborhood O of x';

A.2: x' satisfies 'vf(x')

= 0;

A.3: H(x') is positive definite;
Let W be a positive definite matrix and consider the matrix norm
I

l

II· llw.F = IIJf- 2 · W- 2 11r,

(5.1)

and the vector norm !lyll,= IIH(x')yll. Let
w(o) = sup {IIH(x)-H(x')IIH(z'l.F: llx - x'II, ~

o(

A.4: There exists t > 0 so that the modulus of continuity ~ of Hat x·
satisfies

(5.2)
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I

(;)~0)

+=.

do <

(5.3)

Consider the scaled function

fix) = J(Jr-112 xJ
induced by the scaling

x=

W112x which makes

and

H(x)

=

w-112 H(w-112

xJ

w-112.

The natural candidates for the scaling matrices are those that make the condition number
of the scaled problem small, ie. we want

w~ H.

If we do a least change secant update in

Frobenius norm (4.4) in the transformed variables, then in the untransformed variables
this is equivalent to
min {IIB+ - Bllw,r:

B+

(5.4)

E V }

where

V

=

A () Q(y,s).

(5.5)

for Q(y,s) defined in (4.2) with
y

= \lf(x+s) - \lf(x).

(5.6)

The corresponding result of Lemma 4.1 in the weighted Frobenius norm is:
Lemma 5.1: Let J EV for Vin (5.5) and let B+ be the least change update in the 11·11,,,f
norm. Then
IIB+ - Jlli.r ~ IIB - Jll~.r

-

[

(5.7)

Proof: Just note that 5

Q.E.D.
We now relate the matrix norms ii ilw ....r and il·ilw.r where W+ and Ware positive definite
matrices. First we need a technical lemma.
5This is the only modification of the proof of Lemma 4.1
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Lemma 5.2: Let C be a symmetric n by n matrix and IIC11 2< 1. Then

II ( I+ C) -

112

IICll2
- I 112 ~ 1 - IICll2

Proof: Let 11"11 be the Euclidean norm. Note that I+C is nonsingular and

I - (I+ C)- 1

=

C(l + c)- 1

so
1

II I - (I+ C)- II

~

l!CII II(!+ C)- 111

~

1 ~ci'i'c11

Further, since I +C is symmetric and positive definite, (/+c)- 112 is positive definite and we
have

Hence
II(/+ C)- 112

-

/II ~ II(/+ C)- 1
~

-

/II II [I+ (I+ C)- 112 J- 11!

IICII
1 - IICII
Q.E.D.

We will use Lemma 5.2 to show that for positive definite matrices Wand W+ that are
close, then for any matrix A llAllw,F and llAllw+,F are close.
Lemma 5.3: Let Wand W+ be symmetric and positive definite n by n matrices and put
p = max~ 11w:;: 1 112 ,11w- 1112

If p

~

f IIH'+ - Wll2.

(5.8)

1/2 then for any real n by n matrix A
1

(5.9)
p llAllw,F ~ !lAllw+.F ~ (1 + 6 p) llAllw,F.
6
Proof: In the proof, we will frequently use the following inequality. Let A and B be real n by
1

+

n matrices. Then

Let A= w- 112A

w- 112

II AB !Ir ; ,-; min { !lAll 2 11Bllr, llAllr!IB11 2
and consider

( .

(5. iO)
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=

II w:;:112 w112A ( w112w:;:112_ I) IIr + 11 ( w:;: i12w112_ /)Allr

(5.11)

using the triangle inequality. Consider

11(w:;: 112 w112 -/)A!lr ~ IIAllr 11w:;: 112 w112 -1112

= IIAllr 111-w112 w:;: 112 112

(5.12)

using (5.10) and IIBr11 2 = IIBll 2 for any matrix B. Further

11 w:;: i12 w112.4( w-112 w:;: 112 - I) IIr ~
11(w:;: 112 w112 -I)Ailr 11(w112 w:;: 112 -l)llr + 11I"(w112 w:;: 112 -l)llr
~ IIAllr (1 + 11w112 w:;: 112 -fll2 )11w 112 w:;: 112 -1112

using (5.10) and (5.12) Let W+=W+E. Then

w+ =
Let C =

w112 (I + w-112 E w-112) w-112 and w:;: 112
w- 112E w- 112 . Then

= ..w-114 (I

+ w-112E w-112)-112 w-114

and

=

ll(I+C)-112 - /112

~

IICll2
1 - IICll 2

~

p

1-p

using Lemma 5.2. Hence from (2.11) we have

11w:;: 1aAw:;: 112 -

w- 1aAw- 1a11r ~

for O~p~l/2. Since IIAllr

p (:~:) 2 llAllr

~

6 pllAllr

= llAllw,r we have

llAllw+.r ~ llAllr.r + 11w:;: 112AW:;: 1a -

w- 1aAw- 112 11r~

(1 + 6 p)llAllr.r.

The left inequality follows by interchanging W+ and Win the proof.

Q.E.D.
Since H(x) is positive definite in a neighborhhod of x', Lemma 5.4 shows that the
norms 11·IIH(:r),f and ti· IIH(:r+) will satisfy (2.6).

Lemma 5.4: There exists,; > 0 so that for llx-x'II, ~ ,; and llx+-x'II, ~ ,; then for any
real n by n matrix A

where
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m(x,z)

=

max { w(llx-x·11.) , w(llz-x'II,) (

and

µ = max
Proof: Choose

£:

l !IH(x')ll2,

IIH(x')- 1 112

!.

> 0 so that the following hold
2 µ2 w(f:) ~
max

21

l 11H(x)ll 2, IIH(xt 111 2 ( ~ 2 µ

for llx-x'II, ~

£:.

This can be done in view of the continuity of H. Let llx-x'II ~£:,and llx+-x'II ~

L

Then

from Lemma 5 .3

p

=

max

l IIH(x)- 1 ll2,IIH(x+)ll2

( IIH(x)-H(x+)ll2. ~ 2 µ IIH(x)-H(x+)ll2

~ 2 µ 2 IIH(x)-H(x+)ll 8 (z'),F
~ 2 µ 2 max

l w(l!x-x'II,)

, w(llx+ -x'II,) (

Hence
1 + 6 p ~ 1 + 12 µ'2-m(x,x+) ~ 4
and the result follows from (5.9).

Q.E.D.
We now combine Lemma 5.1 and 5.4 to show that the least change secant updates in the
weighted Frobenius norms 11·11 8 (z+),F and ll·llu where
l

Ji;

=

J H(x+TS)i; dT

1 ~ i,j ~ n.

0

are of bounded deterioration at for H(x') at x'.
Lemma 5.5: Assume H(x) E: A for all x E: 0. There exists

f:

> 0 so that for llx-x'!I,

~

f:

and llx+-:-x'II, ~£:the least change secant update B+ (5.4) in the norm 11 IIH(z+).F satisfies

IIB+-H(x')IIH(z+),F ~ (1+12µ'2-m(x,x..,))l!B-H(x')IIH(z).F + 8m(x,x ... ).
The least change secant update C+ (5.4) in the norm ii 111 ,F satisfies

IIC...-H(x')IIH(z..,),F ~ (1+60µ2m-(x,x ... ))l!C-H(x')liH(z).F + 32 m(x,x+).

Proof: From Lemma 4.2 we know that JEA

n Q(y,s).

From Lemma 5.1 we have
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IIB+ - JIIH(z .. ),r ~ IIB - JIIH(z+l.F.

Choose

E

> 0 so that Lemma 5.4 holds. The norms 11

IIH(z .. ),F and 11 IIH(z),F satisfy

Hence
IIB+- H(x')IIH(z .. ),F ~ IIB - H(x')IIH(z .. ),F + 2 IIH(x') - JIIH(z .. ),F

~ (1 + 12 µ2m(x,x+)) IIB - H(x')IIH(z),F + 8 IIH(x') - JIIH(z'),F
~ (1+12µ 2m(x,x+))IIB-H(x')IIH(z),r + 8m(x,x+)

By similar arguments as in Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 5.4, we have
1
2 (
) IL4 IIJ,f ~ IL4 IIH(z),f ,
1 + 12 µ m X,X+
and

From Lemma 5.1 we have
IIB+ - JIIJ.F ~ IIB - JIIJ.r.

Hence we have
IIB+- H(x')IIJ.F ~ IIB - H(x')IIJ.F + 2 IIH(x') - JIIJ,r

~ (1 + 12 µ m(x,x+)) IIB - H(x')IIH(z).r + 8 IIH(x') - JIIH(z').r
2

~ (1+12µ2m(x,x+))IIB-H(x')IIH(z),F + Bm(x,x+)

Since
IIB-H(x')IIH(z .. ),r ~ (1 + 12µ2m(x,x+) )IIB-H(x')IIJ.F ,

we have
IIB-H(x')IIH(z.. ),r ~
( 1+ 12µ2m(x,x+))2IIB-H(x') IIH(z),F + 8( 1+ 12µ2m(x,x+) )m(x,x+)

From the choice of

E.

12µ2m(x,x+) ~ 3 and
(1 + 12 µ2m(x,x+)) 2 ~

1 + 60 µ2m(x,x .. )

and we have the desired result.

Q.E.D.
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For Xt and St let Yt E R 11
(5.13)
and define the matrix Jk E

Rnxn
1

lt

= J H(xt+TSt)dT

(5.14)

0

Theorem 5.6 Assume H(x)E A for all xE

n.

Let Bt+J be a least change secant update

either in the norm ll·IIH(zt+i),f or ll·IIJt.f using (5.13) where Jt is given in (5.14). Let

0t

~

e~ t <

1. There exists E>O so that if

llx 0 -x'II, ~
then

k ....

E ,

and IIB 0 -H(x')HH(z').F ~

E ,

lxt} is defined for any method in the inexact quasi-Newton framework,

Xt-+

x' as

and

oo,

where llyll,=IIH(x')yll and
lim llyt-Btstll
lls.1:II

= 0.

t-=

If

0t-+0

as

k-+ 00

then

lxd

converges Q-superlinearly.
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